Barnet is a great place to live, work and visit. This plan will make it better still; a borough fit for the future, providing excellent services and value for money for every resident and business.

We are already a green borough – through this plan, we will invest in our 200 parks and open spaces. We have vibrant, diverse neighbourhoods and town centres and communities from many cultural and religious backgrounds. We will support and bolster all our communities and the more than 1,000 charities in our volunteering sector.

Our schools and leisure facilities are among the best in the country – through this plan, we will work to make Barnet even more family-friendly, improving our excellent facilities and businesses. I believe the priorities set out in the following pages show how, together, we can build a borough fit for the future.

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge every resident and business in Barnet, and changed the way that people interact with the Council. I have been immensely proud of the way people across our community have rallied together in these circumstances. It has led to some truly innovative work, such as the Council’s Essential Supplies Hub, which supported the most vulnerable in our borough from the very beginning of the pandemic.

The pandemic has had profound societal and financial impacts that may be with us for years to come. It has shown the importance of building a flexible Council able to meet the borough’s ever-changing needs. These challenges have also provided an opportunity to innovate and improve how we deliver services. We’ve also learned a lot about working together as residents, community organisations and businesses.

Like all Councils, while we have received additional funding from the Government to respond to COVID-19, our long-term financial position remains challenging. We are committed to providing the quality services that every resident and business expects of us. To do so, we must continue to be smart in how we manage resources and bold in our decision making.

This plan sets out how we will keep Barnet green, your streets clean, and every person in the borough feeling safe and secure – delivering better services while ensuring value for money for all our residents and businesses. I believe the priorities set out in the following pages show how, together, we can build a Barnet fit for the future.

We have so many services to be proud of in Barnet. Whether that is keeping the streets and environment clean and safe, building new homes for residents, helping older people to live independently or working with children and young people or operating well run back office services, every contribution matters in trying to achieve the best outcomes we can for the people of Barnet.

I am particularly proud of how the council has managed to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. This has had a profound impact on all us as individuals, the community and as a council. In standing up new services to support the most vulnerable in our community and finding new ways to deliver services we have asked a lot of our staff and their [on going] response has been incredible. The response demonstrates our values and cultures of caring about Barnet and working together.

No matter what service we work in, as a council, our overall aim is to improve the lives of people who live and work in Barnet. This is in everything we do:

- internal processes of the Council are important but the most important thing is always the people who we serve, that we care about people in Barnet and we care about Barnet as a place.
- we will work together across services for the benefit of our residents, not just in our service silos to achieve the best outcomes we can for our residents. This includes working together with schools and academic institutions, health services, businesses and community organisations.
- the diversity of our borough and our workforce is a huge strength but we can and will do better. Our Council leadership is not sufficiently representative of the diversity of Barnet, and we need to change this, as well as taking more time to engage with diverse communities locally.
- we must be trusted, to deliver excellent customer services and to be open and transparent to people in Barnet.

Finally, we need to constantly learn and improve as people, as services and as an organisation. The world doesn’t stand still and neither should we. Our aim is to be an organisation that is known for recruiting, retaining and developing the very best people that deliver really high performing services on behalf of residents and businesses in Barnet.
About Barnet

- 402,700 residents
  Largest population in London

- Over 85s = 9,700

- 40.3% BAME population
  Below London average (42.5%)

- £660,000 average house price

- 76.8% employed
  Higher than London average

- £37.7k gross average Salary

- 8,675 hectares
  4th largest in London by size

- 5 leisure centres
  3rd highest in London

- 24,600 businesses
  Businesses with 1-4 employees

- Average age 37

- Over 190 languages spoken
  in primary school

- 80.6 crimes per 1,000 people

- 2nd best secondary schools in the country
  for Attainment 8

- 1,075 charities

- 14 libraries and a digital library service

- Female life expectancy 85.8
  Above London averages of 84.2 and 80.4

- Male life expectancy 82.4
  Above London averages of 84.2 and 80.4

- 40.3% BAME population
  Below London average (42.5%)

- Job Seekers Allowance
  Claimants: 7.1% of population
  Lower than London average of 8%
  (as of Jan 2021)

- 28% of the borough is green
  with over 200 parks and greenspaces

- Ofsted rating:
  In 2019-20, 96.7% of our schools were
  ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’
  placing Barnet in the top 10% of the country
  (Primary and Secondary schools only)

- Over 190 languages spoken
  in primary school

- 2nd best secondary schools in the country
  for Attainment 8
We care about Barnet and want it to be a great place to learn, live, work and visit. Listening to and working with all our residents of any age and partners, we will provide the best possible services so that people have opportunities to live healthy and fulfilling lives in safe and thriving families and communities. We are committed to providing outstanding customer service in everything we do.

Barnet is a borough with much to be proud of. Our excellent schools, vibrant town centres, green spaces and diverse communities all help make it a great place to live, work and visit. As a borough we want to build on these strengths as we move into the future. We are growing and developing as an organisation to meet the challenges facing our borough, and we are committed to working with partner organisations and residents to make Barnet even better.

We have developed this plan against the backdrop of COVID-19. This has been an unprecedented national challenge and has a profound impact on both the council organisationally and the Barnet community.

The community response has been incredible, and we are grateful to the voluntary, community and faith sector for their help in supporting the vulnerable in our community. The long-term impacts of the crisis are emerging and will extend beyond the scope of this plan. However, we are already seeing the economic impact with a sharp rise in unemployment across the borough and we know that those in our black and minority ethnic communities have suffered a disproportionate impact from COVID-19.

People and organisations across the borough have had to adapt to new ways of working, living, and providing services in response to the crisis. We will continue to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and the foundations of that work have been reflected in the plan. The Barnet Plan sets out the four priorities for the borough. The plan focuses on the key outcomes we are seeking to achieve and how we will work to achieve those outcomes. We have consulted with 500 residents, in addition to seeking feedback from a wide range of stakeholders through forums with the voluntary and community sector, businesses, partner organisations and our Youth Assembly. What we heard supported the priorities identified in the draft Plan.
Our priorities

We pride ourselves on residents’ high level of satisfaction with the local area as a place to live (83%) which is higher than the London average. Over half of Barnet’s residents agree that the council ‘acts on the concerns of residents’ and includes them within their decision-making.

Barnet is viewed as a family friendly place (85%) and a place that supports you to live a healthier life. There is a strong sense of community in Barnet, with 90% of residents feeling that people from different backgrounds get on well together and 85% feeling that they belong to their local area. This is higher than both the national and London averages.

When asked what priorities were important to them, residents told us their top 3 were:

- keeping the borough clean and green
- making neighbourhoods safer
- ensuring services are easy to access and well run

84% of young people feel Barnet is a family friendly place to live and are satisfied (90%) with the local area as a place to live. Young people’s top 3 concerns were:

- crime
- litter in the streets
- lack of jobs

Our priorities

The council and its partners will focus on four priorities over the next four years to realise our vision:

1. **Clean, safe and well run**
   - A place where our streets are clean and anti-social behaviour is dealt with so residents feel safe. Providing good quality, customer friendly services in all that we do.

2. **Family Friendly**
   - Creating a Family Friendly Barnet, enabling opportunities for our children and young people to achieve their best.

3. **Healthy**
   - A place with fantastic facilities for all ages, enabling people to live happy and healthy lives.

4. **Thriving**
   - A place fit for the future, where all residents, businesses and visitors benefit from improved sustainable infrastructure & opportunity.

5. **Prevention**
   - Adopting preventative measures to help people remain healthy, happy and independent in all aspects of life.

6. **Equality**
   - A strong cohesive community, where diversity is celebrated, and everyone has equal opportunity regardless of their background place with fantastic facilities for all ages, enabling people to live happy & healthy lives.

---

1 Source: Barnet Council Residents’ Perception Survey of c.500 residents 18+, carried out by telephone

2 Young Persons Survey (YPS), a bi-annual face-to-face survey of Barnet young residents aged 11-18, was undertaken by an independent research company. 500 Barnet young people were interviewed between 12th November – 20th December 2019
Clean, Safe and Well Run

A place where our streets are clean and anti-social behaviour is dealt with so residents feel safe. Providing good quality, customer friendly services in all that we do by:

- Improving Customer Service
- Better environmental services and a cleaner borough
- Address issues of anti-social behaviour such as frauds, fly-tipping, noise nuisance and parking
- Robust financial management
- Unlocking and optimising the potential of Parks and Open Spaces

People like living in Barnet. Residents like our neighbourhoods, town centres, parks and open spaces and value our diversity and strong sense of community. We will protect these assets as we deliver services to residents and businesses.

We have:

- Invested £800,000 in street cleansing services and additional £100,000 in a fault reporting system to improve customer service
- Invested £6m per annum in local roads through our Network Recovery Plan
- In 20/21 we invested £323,000 in parks as well as completing a £5.5m refurbishment of Montrose and Silkstream Parks
- In June 2020 we launched our Library Service Select and Collect Service with a total of 54,193 books and other resources having been borrowed by residents in Barnet

Working in partnership, we will develop fresh approaches to anti-social behaviour and fly tipping. Excellent customer service and strong value for money will underpin all that we do.

---

1. Improving customer service

Providing excellent customer service remains a key priority for the council. We will build on previous improvements and continue to find new and better ways to achieve that. We will work with residents to design solutions that work for them and use data, research and insight to inform our approach.

We will continue to improve digital access to our services but will also do more to improve our customers’ experience across all contacts that they have with the council. To do that, we will ensure that all our staff have the right tools and skills to provide excellent service to our residents, businesses and visitors to the borough.

We will also aim to provide a more seamless experience for customers, by making more real-time service information available directly to them and to front-line staff.

There is an ever-increasing reliance on digital products and services across the board and we want to ensure that no resident is left behind. We will support our residents to get online wherever possible, but we will also make sure they can still access our services when that is not a viable option.

2. Better environmental services and a cleaner borough

Street Scene services directly impact every household within the London Borough of Barnet, the success of businesses operating in the locality and the attraction for visitors to the area.

The look and feel of the local environment within Barnet is a key factor influencing perceptions of the Borough and communities’ everyday experiences within it. The introduction of area based operating models with scheduled work programmes and reactive response teams will help keep our streets and town centres clean and our parks and public landscapes well maintained.

The council will enhance its Street Scene services based on the following priorities:

- Shaping our Street Cleansing service to target issues that customers have told us are important to them for example, littering and fly tipping
- Using customer insight and intelligence to help shape service delivery decisions that better meet our customer’s needs. We will build on what we do well and learn from what we can do better.
- Utilising mechanised equipment and new technological developments to help improve productivity
- Working with customers and businesses to maximise recycling and minimise waste.

We will continue to invest £6m per annum through the Network Recovery Plan (NRP) which is Barnet Council’s investment programme covering all aspects of Barnet’s highways network, from road and pavements to bridges, road marking and crossings. We aim to maximise the percentage of highway which is treated and ensure their longevity with the available funds. The maintenance programme saves on costly short-term repairs and means roads and pavements can be used for safe, reliable travel in the long term.
Clean, Safe and Well Run

3. Address issues of anti-social behaviour such as fly-tipping, noise nuisance and illegal parking

Barnet is one of the safest boroughs in London. It has a low level of crime, according to recorded crime figures. But we are determined to reduce this level further. We will work with the Metropolitan Police, and other partners including Barnet Homes, community and voluntary organisations to address the issues that concern residents. Our priorities are tackling youth offending and gangs, grooming, burglaries and other criminal activity such as fraud and environmental crime.

The Council has a number of enforcement powers and responsibilities. Most require professionally trained staff as well as a street-based presence during the working week, in the evenings and at weekends. At the moment, enforcement involves a number of different teams that don’t always work seamlessly together. We will align processes and procedures to improve outcomes for residents and visitors and create a ‘one team’ approach. This will be delivered through a three-phase approach:

• **Advise:** Identifying contraventions, engaging with the offending party and providing advice and assistance with compliance

• **Mediate:** Further engagement to identify possible alternatives and compromises. If these are not found, a formal warning confirming non-compliance will result in enforcement action by the authority

• **Enforce:** Case will be referred to a team of qualified/specialist investigation and enforcement officers.

4. Robust financial management

We will ensure that Barnet is financially fit, efficient and responsive to change, with value for money at the heart of everything we do. We will maintain robust financial planning, scrutinise budgets closely and be prudent in managing risks. We will look to manage our assets effectively and utilise potential avenues for increased and diversified income streams, so that we can invest in services over the long-term.

5. Unlocking the potential of parks and open spaces

Our vision is to make Barnet’s parks & open spaces the best in London. Barnet has a great collection of parks and open spaces and these are an important part of what makes Barnet a green and family friendly borough. People who live and work in Barnet enjoy access to:

- formal parks and gardens
- wild landscapes
- extensive areas of greenbelt and
- leafy river valleys

Barnet’s parks are places where people can take part in formal sport, visit a park café, take the kids to the playground, or just walk the dog. Access to quality outdoor space is critical for residents’ health and wellbeing particularly for families who live in poor housing. Being outdoors and taking regular exercise are particularly important for children, helping them maintain a healthy weight and good mental health.

Our parks and open spaces are the most popular location for exercise, with around half of all exercise taking place there. Green spaces also provide a series of benefits to the ecosystem such as improved biodiversity, flood management, air quality, and tackling urban heat islands.

We will continue to work with community groups on local green projects and look to strengthen accessibility to our green spaces. We are committed to planting 4,500 trees across Barnet, either directly or working with others.

Recognising increasing demand as our population grows, it’s important to continue to improve and invest in our greenspace facilities. We want to ensure integration of open spaces into the heart of our physical environment through design and planning policies and unlock and secure investment through Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Section 106 to improve facilities.

We have over 200 parks and open spaces

Select + Collect

Since its launch in June 2020, a total of 54,193 books and other resources have been borrowed by residents in Barnet via the Library Service Select and Collect Service. circa to approximately 53% of these are items supporting the reading and learning of children and young people.

In a recent survey of Select and Collect users, 83% of respondents said that reading and access to books had been very important to them during the pandemic. For those residents unable to come to the library, the Home and Mobile Library Service has taken their Select and Collect books out to them, with 5,525 items delivered in this way to date.

By 2023 we will have planted 4,500 new trees across the borough
Family Friendly

Creating a Family Friendly Barnet, enabling opportunities for our children and young people to achieve their best through:

- Family and Belonging – Families and children can be together and be part of a community that encourages resilience
- Safe and Secure – Children and young people are safe protected from harm
- Education and learning – Children and young people can learn about the world around them
- Health and wellbeing – Children are supported to achieve a healthy start in life, enjoy a healthy lifestyle and to build resilience
- Life Chances – Children and young people are able to succeed

Barnet is a great place for families with children, multigenerational families and other families. We have excellent schools achieving some of the best results in the country, with 96.7% of pupils in good or outstanding schools – we aim to increase that to 100%. We have invested in leisure and community facilities to support families live healthy, active lives and we are equipping our children and young people with the tools to take advantage of future opportunities. We want our most vulnerable children to be safe and to flourish and we are equipping all our children and young people with the tools to take advantage of present and future opportunities.

We have:

- Ensured that safeguarding children remained a key priority continuing to visit children and family throughout the pandemic
- Supported our children in care and care leavers ensuring we kept in touch and continued to meet their needs
- Maintained high performance in our early years provision and schools, helping them to return safely and when required deliver education at home
- Continued to ensure that children and young people with Special Education Needs and Disability were assessed and plans put in place to meet their needs
- Expanded specialist provision for children and young people so that increased anxiety and mental health issues could be addressed
- We have supported more than 9,000 vulnerable children through the Covid Winter Grant Scheme
- Over 165 term time and holiday programmes were delivered to young people aged 0–19 across the Borough of Barnet last year. Young people had the chance to engage, learn and develop new skills amongst a variety of activities and courses such as Water Sports, Lego Animation, Nail Art & Skateboarding, start your own business, look after Horses, Steel Pans, Keyboard and Guitar. Plus there were Multi-sports, Dance, Music, Radio and Recording production sessions on offer to young people.

At the heart of our vision is a focus on the resilience families need, which evidence tells us is pivotal to delivering the best outcomes for children and young people. We have worked on this approach with young residents, including our Youth Board which provides a strong representative voice for young people in the borough. Our vision is part of a partnership plan which has had contributions from a range of partners, including the NHS, Police and voluntary sector.

1. Family and Belonging - Families and children can be together and be part of a community that encourages resilience

Building resilience is pivotal to developing the best outcomes for children and young people.

Our aim is to provide support that encourages and builds this resilience as evidence shows that children and families who respond to hardships with resilience are:

- healthier and live longer
- happier in their relationships
- more successful in school and work

We know that the pandemic has had a heavy impact on young people. More than 800 young people responded to our survey on the impact of COVID-19, which told us that the two biggest impacts of the pandemic for young people were on their mental health and well-being (43%) and doing less physical activity (51%). This has led to a 25% increase in demand for online mental health support. Therefore, we will continue to embed the Barnet Integrated Clinical Service (BICS) which provides social, emotional, behavioural and mild to moderate mental health support to children, young people and families. We will also further expand our Resilient Schools programme, which provides a whole school approach to increase mental health awareness, early identification of mental health issues and appropriate access to mental health support.

Having the right home is also an important factor in a family’s health and wellbeing. We know that the right home helps families stay healthy, sustain a job, care for the family and contribute to their community. We have an ambitious programme to develop new homes, set out in the Thriving section of this plan.

We will work towards having borough-wide great corporate parenting. Corporate parenting describes the duties and responsibilities of a local authority in respect of the children in care to that authority. We want to improve the outcomes for children in care by the building of their resilience, aspirations and independence as they move through care into adulthood and work collaboratively across the council to achieve this.

2. Safe and Secure - Children and young people are safe and protected from harm

In order to protect the most vulnerable children and young people, we need to ensure that excellent early help and protection services are provided. We want to prevent young people from being drawn into violence, crime, exploitation and antisocial behaviour through ensuring multi-agency work and targeting support to those who are most vulnerable to being exploited.

We will strengthen engagement with professionals as working together is key to delivering the best outcomes for children and young people. This includes listening and acting to the voice of the child which will enable us to work in a more responsive, collaborative and empowering way. Through this we can ensure high quality needs that meet and reflect their needs. Face to face interviews with more than 500 young people in Barnet before the pandemic told us that 63% of young people do think that the Council listens to their concerns. This is 24% higher than 2017 and something that we aim to continually improve.

"Leaders and practitioners from education, health and social care have a deep understanding of the issues that children and young people with SEND and their families have faced. They have changed and adapted important ways of working in recent months. Regular communication and contact with trusted practitioners have been a ‘lifeline’ for families at a time when they have felt anxious about their children’s health and well-being."

Special Education Needs and Disability (SEND) Interim Visit - October 2020
3. Education and Learning - Children and young people can learn about the world around them

Barnet is well known for the excellent quality of its schools and settings and the diversity of its educational offer. These are at the heart of Barnet’s continuing success as a desirable place where people want to live, work and study. We want to continue to ensure there are sufficient high-quality school places available and will work closely with partners to do so.

We want all children and young people with special educational needs and disabilities to achieve well, be confident individuals, live fulfilling lives and successfully transition to adulthood.

We will ensure the provision of high-quality local specialist and mainstream placements and support for children and young people with special educational needs and disabilities.

Excellent educational outcomes and ensuring children and young people are successful in life and equipped to meet the needs of employers are vital to Barnet’s future success. We need to ensure that all groups can access opportunities in order to improve life chances for all and so we will target support to those that are most disadvantaged.

We know that the pandemic has had a negative impact on learning and our priority is to minimise this as much as possible. The School Improvement Team has given considerable support to schools before, during and after the school closure period and will work closely with partners to do so.

While education performance, including for disadvantaged pupils, has consistently improved over the last five years, there is still a need to continue reducing the differences in attainment and progress between the most disadvantaged and vulnerable pupils and their peers. We want to accelerate their progress and build resilience.

4. Health and Wellbeing - Children are supported to achieve a healthy start in life, enjoy a healthy lifestyle and to build resilience

Our priority is to give every child in Barnet the best possible start to a healthy life. To do this we need to address wider determinants of health and wellbeing.

Through supporting children and young people to adopt healthy lifestyles we look to prevent avoidable illness and improve their social, physical and mental wellbeing. Every child has the right to the best possible physical health, and we know that building emotional resilience will be key to improving their future outcomes.

Ofsted rating: In 2019-20, 96.7% of our schools were ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ which places Barnet in the top 10% of the country (Primary and Secondary schools only)

5. Life Chances - Children and young people are able to succeed

Barnet remains committed to working to improve young lives and increasing their opportunities to succeed. By improving life chances, we can have a profound effect on poverty and inequality enabling better outcomes for young people in the borough. We are committed to strengthening families and early years as the early years provide the services young people need (86%, up from 71% in 2017), does enough to keep young people safe (75% - up from 69% in 2017) and involves young people when making decisions (60%, up from 57% in 2017).

We need to ensure that all groups can access opportunities in order to improve life chances for all and so we will target support to those that are most disadvantaged.

Our secondary schools rank second nationally for Attainment 8

Young Persons Survey (YPS)

Young people’s opinions are important and help shape our strategic priorities.

The Young Persons Survey (YPS), a biennial face-to-face survey of Barnet young residents aged 11-18, was undertaken by an independent research company. 500 Barnet young people were interviewed between 12th November – 20th December 2019. This was the third time the survey had been undertaken and it provided important information on the views of young people in Barnet.

• 84% of young people feel Barnet is a family friendly place to live, which has increased from 81%
• 90% are satisfied with the local area as a place to live
• All measures about the council’s image have improved. More young people think the council is: doing a good job (92%, up from 73% in 2017), provides the services young people need (86%, up from 71% in 2017), does enough to keep young people safe (75% - up from 69% in 2017) and involves young people when making decisions (60%, up from 57% in 2017).
• 96% of young people feel safe at school and 91% feel safe when they are out and about in the area they live.
• Young people’s biggest concern is crime (56%), followed by litter in the streets (37%) and lack of jobs (24%).
• Top concerns for personal safety are knife crime (71%), gangs (52%), and people taking drugs in parks and on the street (37%).
• Young people’s views on priorities for the council and its partners are that they the top priority should be protecting people from crime (45%, up from 28% in 2017), followed by protecting young people from harm (43%, up from 31% in 2017) and supporting young people with mental health problems (29%, up from 21% in 2017).
We aim to be the healthiest borough in London with fantastic facilities for all ages, enabling people to live happy & healthy lives by:

• Bringing health care together
• Supporting residents to maintain their strengths and independence
• Great facilities and opportunities to be physically active
• Focusing on mental health and wellbeing
• Tackling domestic abuse and gender based violence
• Addressing homelessness and the longer-term impacts of COVID-19

Over three fifths (62%) of residents agree that Barnet is a place that supports you to live a healthier life*. We will use our resources, knowledge and facilities in the Council and work with partners to support people to live happy, healthy lives at all ages.

We have:

• Developed a large-scale support programme for the most vulnerable (furloughing, welfare checks, shopping, medication collection), creating the Essential Supplies Hub providing over 14,000 food parcels and supplies to food banks
• Safeguarded our residents and provided all social care services throughout the pandemic without interruption
• Supported 5,393 people following a stay in hospital between April 2020 and Jan 2021
• We have supported care providers with over £10million worth of additional funding since March 2020, through our own budgets and through government grants. This has been to support with the additional costs of infection control, testing, and staffing during the pandemic.
• Supported care providers to manage during the pandemic by providing them with regular training, free PPE and a dedicated clinical support team of health and care professionals
• Invested £125,000 in the Community Response Fund and a further £100,000 to support the VCS in tackling food insecurity
• Invested £44m in developing two brand new leisure facilities at New Barnet Leisure Centre and Barnet Copthall Leisure Centre (opened in Oct 19).
• Invested £1.5m in refurbishment of Finchley Lido Leisure Centre, which re-opened under Covid secure measures in October 2020.
• Worked in partnership with GLL during the pandemic to provide online opportunities to physical activity via the ‘Better Hub’.

We will work in a strength-based way, recognising people’s goals, aspirations and existing communities to ensure that they can stay well and independent.

We will work towards these goals through providing great leisure and sports facilities, social care and public health provision, in partnership with colleagues in health and the voluntary and community sector. We want to work together to tackle abuse and gender based violence.

* Source: Barnet Council Residents’ Perception Survey of c.500 residents 18+, carried out by telephone

We want to address the social and economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in our communities and support individuals, families and communities to recover. For people who may need additional care and support, we will always work with them to maintain their strengths and stay as independent as possible, ensuring people get personalised care and support.

1. Better health care for residents

The council is playing a leading role in the Barnet Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) which brings together all NHS organisations working in the borough, the council, HealthWatch and Voluntary, Community and Faith Sector (VCFS) representatives. The goal of the partnership is to provide better health care to Barnet residents, so that they live healthier lives. Over the coming year, our priorities are to expand dementia support in the community, focus on the diseases that most impact on Barnet residents such as diabetes and stroke, make access to emergency care easier, provide more specialist care through primary care networks, enhance our clinical support to care homes and mainstream our integrated hospital discharge service.

COVID-19 has had a disproportionate impact on people from some minority communities as well as highlighting existing health inequalities. The Barnet (ICP) are committed to reducing the future impact of COVID-19 and addressing COVID-19 health inequalities. In the COVID-19 community champions programme will continue to support individuals to share evidence based messages with their communities but also get feedback from individuals about the challenges they face in dealing with any COVID-19 restrictions.

The council will also work as part of the north London integrated care system – which is formed from the five integrated care partnerships of Barnet, Enfield, Haringey, Camden and Islington. Over the coming year, we will work with our neighbouring councils on supporting the care sector, developing the social care workforce, and working with providers of learning disability services. We will also work with councils and NHS partners to develop new, north London-wide models of care.

2. Strengths and independence

Barnet has a long track record of providing strengths-based and community-focused social care support. Over the coming year we will develop more extra care housing for residents, expand the availability of enablement and technology to support people to regain independence, and work with people with mental health needs to increase their recovery. We will focus on expanding housing and employment opportunities for people with learning disabilities and autism. We will develop our support for people with dementia, working with our NHS colleagues.

37 people in the Integrated Care Partnership team from across a range of organisations in health and social care
3. Being physically active
We will work with our leisure services to bring them back into operation when this is permitted and ensure a safe, accessible COVID-19 secure service for residents. We will continue to work to increase physical activity levels across the borough, including targeted work with under-represented groups. We will increase our health intervention work.

We will build on initiatives such as the Mayor’s Golden Kilometre and will work with partners on programmes for people of all ages, such as the London Youth Games and Health Walks. We will further develop our leisure facilities, making regular improvements and developing longer term plans.

4. Mental health and wellbeing
We will continue to work with partners across our ICP and ICS to design, develop and implement a new community model for care and support for adults with Severe Mental Illness (SMI). The new community-based offer will: improve holistic care for residents with SMI including physical health care, employment support, personalised and trauma-informed care, medicines management and support for self-harm and coexisting substance use. The new offer will have prevention embedded throughout, apply a population health management approach and proactively focus on reducing health inequalities. As part of this Core Community Mental Health Teams will be redesigned and expanded to move towards new multidisciplinary services across health and social care aligned with primary care networks to support people who have the most complex needs. In doing this; “people with moderate to severe mental illnesses will access better quality care across primary and community teams, have greater choice and control over the care they receive, and be supported to lead fulfilling lives in their communities”. Alongside this we will be improving crisis support for residents, redesigning our accommodation and support offer and developing a new enablement offer for people with mental health needs to help prevent avoidable crises and further promote an individuals’ recovery.

5. Tackling domestic abuse and gender-based violence
We will invest in providing early help, intervening earlier to ensure people are prevented from becoming victims of domestic abuse, and are protected when it does occur.

We will work with partners to create improved access to mental health support for anyone impacted by domestic abuse.

We will develop outreach to older people, LGBTQ+ residents and refugee communities. We will continue to work in partnership on this issue – including communications, awareness and training for frontline staff.

6. Addressing homelessness and the longer-term impacts of COVID-19
We will develop a longer-term plan for addressing the social and economic impacts of COVID-19 on our communities. There is a wide range of support available for residents to help them with employment, training, homelessness & housing, debt, income maximisation and food. We will promote these services widely, ensuring that affected residents know how to access the support available and that services are easy to access. Our services will provide support and help early on, preventing things escalating. Our services will ensure residents are clear on their rights as consumers and are able and supported to maximise their income. We will continue to tackle food insecurity and enable digital inclusion for residents.
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Building a Barnet fit for the future, where all residents, businesses and visitors benefit from improved Housing, infrastructure & economic opportunity by:

- Helping residents - especially young people - into work
- Implement our growth strategy
- Building a park town for Barnet at Brent Cross Town
- Creating an efficient, convenient and reliable transport network
- Make Barnet a sustainable borough
- To enable town centres and our regeneration areas to thrive, and create an environment in which businesses can succeed, by implementing our growth strategy
- To accelerate the borough-wide roll out of high-quality digital connectivity

Barnet is growing, with the population forecast to reach nearly 430,000 by 2025. To accommodate this, we have the largest housing delivery programme in the capital with ambitious schemes to transform areas like Brent Cross.

Our priority is to ensure that all residents benefit from growth, so we will use the dividend from that growth to invest in communities, town centres, digital infrastructure and our transport network.

COVID-19 has created serious economic challenges for residents and local business. We will support residents to improve their skills and get good jobs, taking advantage of new opportunities, and work to create an environment where businesses can recover and thrive.

We recognise the importance of tackling climate change and will develop a strategy to ensure a more sustainable Barnet.

Barnet is in many respects a prosperous borough, but some residents face significant challenges and deprivation. COVID-19 has created new, and in some cases dramatic, economic challenges for residents, businesses and town centres. Our priorities are therefore:

- To support residents to improve their skills and get good jobs in the post-COVID economy
- Invested £750,000 to deliver an expanded skills and employment offer in response to COVID-19
- Enrolled 40 people on the Kickstart programme
- £65m of business grants distributed to over 4,800 businesses
- Continued to support the major growth scheme at Brent Cross with construction of Brent Cross West Station and junction works underway
- Stepped up our support for town centres including a flagship shop local campaign.

1. Helping residents - especially young people - into work

COVID-19 saw a dramatic increase in unemployment in Barnet, particularly among young people. At the same time, many “entry level” jobs are disappearing whilst other sectors such as health, care and the green economy are growing fast and creating new opportunities for employment.

We will expand our employment support services and make sure they are effective and accessible to those who need them, providing targeted support to long term unemployed residents who find it harder to get work when there is fierce competition for jobs.

We will provide dedicated help for young people including careers advice, work experience, and access to training, apprenticeships, and education. Finally, we will prioritise working with employers across all sectors to encourage greater use of apprenticeships, internships and other entry points to work at all levels.

14,000 high speed broadband connections to be installed over the next three years

We have:

- Invested around £500m in the Barnet Group new build and acquisition programme to deliver 1,400 new affordable homes for rent.
- Agreed a major programme of investment to improve digital connectivity across 14,000 Barnet Homes properties
- Between April 2019 and March 2020:
  - 684 people signed up to BOOST of whom 246 helped into work 36%
  - 159 16-24-year olds signed up 74 into work 33 helped into Education or Training
  - Conversion rate 47% into work 20% into Education or Training
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2. Implement our Growth Strategy

Our Growth Strategy sets out how we will offer greater local opportunities, create better places, encourage more active lifestyles and over time increase the health and well-being of Barnet’s residents.

The Strategy sets out five goals:

• A growing borough – We will deliver more homes that people can afford, ensuring that communities across the borough get a ‘growth benefit’ from investment. This theme also prioritises creating new jobs for people of all ages, backgrounds and skills levels.

• A connected borough - working with private providers to tackle digitally excluded areas, and with every council home in the borough having access to fast, affordable broadband by 2023. Delivering new and enhanced public transport connections and healthier street design.

• An entrepreneurial borough - we will support businesses, including microbusinesses, to thrive and to adapt to the opportunities of the economy after the pandemic – making Barnet the best place to be a small business in London.

• A borough of thriving town centres - with changes in shopping habits and the impact of COVID, many of our high streets are struggling. We will work to diversify the role of town centres, encouraging a broad mix of uses, delivering new housing and creating an environment in which businesses can succeed. Setting up a town centres fund to invest in local projects funded by the Community Infrastructure Levy.

• A great borough to live in and visit - We will deliver social infrastructure to support growth, getting the best out of the borough’s green assets, growing the visitor economy and creating a broader canvas for creative industries.

3. Building a park town for Barnet at Brent Cross Town

The Brent Cross Town development will create 6,700 homes and workplaces for 25,000 people, set in around 50 acres of green parks and playing fields. Brent Cross Town will achieve net zero carbon by 2030 at the latest.

The existing tube station will be complemented by a new rail station at Brent Cross West, providing access to central London in 12 minutes. Working with our joint venture partners Argent Related, we have created pledges to: Make Brent Cross Town the place in London to participate in sport and play; strengthen connections with transport in and out of central London; make a north London town where all can flourish and; to build a net zero carbon town.

In consultation with residents we will also take forward other regeneration and growth projects across the borough such as the Hendon Hub and at Edgware.

4. Create an efficient, convenient and reliable transport network

The Long Term Transport Strategy adopted in September 2020 sets a vision for transport in the borough:

By 2041, Barnet will have an efficient, convenient and reliable transport network, which enables safe, healthy and inclusive travel, protects the natural environment and supports the borough’s growth. The network will have enabled improvements in the way people and goods travel. It will provide strong orbital and radial links which give everyone a choice of transport modes to complete their journey regardless of age, ability or income.

The strategy sets out how we need to support the way that people and goods travel within the borough and we also need to support safe and healthy travel which protects the natural environment and supports the borough’s growth. We need to improve orbital journeys across the borough as well as radial transport links. Where possible investigate the opportunities made available by Covid 19 to investigate more active travel modes.

5. Make Barnet a sustainable borough

We will produce a Sustainability Strategy for Barnet which will provide an overarching vision and objectives for the borough and bring together existing strategies, policies and plans that support sustainability as well as additional actions which should be undertaken to support residents and business to reduce emissions. The strategy will also consider policies and targets from central government such as the expected Environment Bill and the Ten Point Plan for a Green Industrial Revolution, and support the council’s work in facilitating a green recovery from COVID-19.

1,400 new affordable homes for rent being delivered by Barnet Homes

Brent Cross
Cricklewood
Transformation

The Brent Cross Cricklewood regeneration area covers 370 acres and will see a thriving new town centre grow on the south side of the A406 with 10+ million square feet of mixed-use development.

The new town centre alone will provide 6,700 new homes which will be a mix of affordable homes, rentals and homes for sale. 40 acres of playing fields will be enhanced, along with eight public squares and seven new and improved parks.

Three schools will be rebuilt and expanded, and a new primary school will be built, with additional community spaces added to the area.

Three million square feet of offices, new commercial space, an expanded retail offer and construction work will create around 25,000 new jobs.

Brent Cross West Station, and improvements to roads and bus routes in the area, will make sure the area is sustainably connected to the capital and beyond. With up to eight trains an hour, the new station will connect to central London in 12 minutes.

transformingbx.co.uk
Above, we set out our priorities for the next four years (2021-2025). They are a cohesive package and are consistent with what residents tell us is important to them. To deliver the priorities and achieve the best outcomes for our residents and businesses we will:

Focus on Equalities

Our diverse community is one our greatest strengths with people of many different ethnic backgrounds, religions and life experiences living side by side. This rich diversity, and the positive impact that it has on the borough and our community, makes Barnet such a great place to live, work and visit.

Supporting all our communities to thrive in an environment that is free of harassment and discrimination is a core strand running through all our priorities and fundamental to how we work as a council. We can only do this by working and listening to our partners and communities. We have recently updated our Equalities, Diversity & Inclusion policy (2020-24) and are committed to making decisions that are informed by diverse points of view and feeding those into the design, commissioning and delivery of services e.g. by building measures within our commissioning procedures so that providers develop and deliver anti-discriminatory services to residents with all protected characteristics.

The council must also become a more inclusive working environment. Our recruitment processes, succession planning and learning and development are being used to address underrepresentation of specific groups at all levels of the organisation so that we can deliver better services for Barnet.

Work in partnership

We are proud of our tradition of partnership working and maintaining this approach is central to how we expect to achieve the best outcomes we can for our residents and businesses and deliver the priorities in this plan.

While much of our partnership work is done through formal partnerships such as the Health & Wellbeing Board and the Safeguarding Partnership, we also do a great deal through more informal relationships. This is particularly true of our work with the Voluntary, Community & Faith sectors (VCFs).

There is a thriving VCFs in Barnet with over 1,075 registered charities operating across the borough and we work closely with them across a range of services. The VCFs has been essential to our response to COVID-19 – we could not have provided the level of support we did to the our most vulnerable without them. That has been an incredible effort and we are keen to maintain that level of partnership working as we deliver the priorities in this plan.

We are committed to working in partnership and we will build our approach around:

- Putting people and places at the heart of what we do, breaking out of organisational silos
- Respecting the contributions of every partner, recognising different perspectives, investing in the shared capabilities and removing barriers to delivery where we can.
- Building on the work of each other, sharing opportunities to connect people and ideas, leverage resources, and play complementary roles.
- Supporting Barnet residents to be active participants in their communities and to be our partners in making Barnet a better place to live, work and study.
- Trying to get ahead of problems wherever possible, focusing on prevention and early intervention.
- Experimenting and learning together, sharing insight and experience from what is working and what is not to continue to develop our approach in achieving the best outcomes we can for residents.

Established the Community Response Programme to provide support to vulnerable members of our community. The programme was managed and delivered through a partnership of Barnet Council officers, voluntary and community sector organisations and NHS North Central London CCG

- recruited over 940 volunteers delivering food parcels, essential supplies and medicines
- invested £125,000 in the Community Response Fund and a further £100,000 to support the VCS to tackling food insecurity
- delivered over 14,000 packages from the Essential Supplies Hub to over 750 households
- answered over 9,000 urgent phone calls and emails from
- sent over 19,000** and made over 5000 calls to individuals who were shielding”
The best way to ensure that residents can live healthy and fulfilling lives, in safe and thriving communities, is to tackle problems before they arise – a focus on prevention.

To achieve this, we will need to think about and deliver some services and activities in different, or more joined up ways. We are committed to enabling and supporting individuals and communities to be more resilient; to identifying problems early; and to enabling ‘self-serve’ and other effective solutions.

We have:

- Created an insight function to take a data led approach to problem solving
- Continued to deliver other public health programmes e.g. stop smoking, obesity and sexual health

We will use data better to inform our decision making. Our first tranche of ‘Insight’ projects will explore how we can improve mental health by developing insight into debt and wider financial vulnerabilities, enabling residents to feel more resilient and better equipped to access opportunities.

We will implement our Health and Wellbeing Strategy to improve health and wellbeing of our residents and address the issues raised by COVID-19 and evident long-term health and social impacts of the virus. We will work with partners to establish the Barnet Community Innovation Fund which will enable innovation in the local VCS that improves health and prevents/reduces demand into health and care services.

We will promote digital inclusion and support residents to become IT literate enabling them to have greater access to information, advice, support, training, employment and social interaction.

We will update our Social Value policy to foster and advocates for a preventive approach throughout service development, procurement and commissioning activity.

In this we will tailor our approach to the unique needs of people in a given location or within a specific community. By working with the people who live and work locally, actions and activities are built by the local perspective.

To do this we will need to work through out partners, our voluntary and community organisations as well as our businesses and other public services. We must coordinate our efforts across the borough to make the best use of the resources we share, and the skills and capabilities different partners can bring.

**Focus on Prevention**

**Place-based working**

Our services are either universal (for example, waste collection) or targeted to individuals (for example, Children’s Services or Adult Social Care package(s)).

We are committed to maintaining high standards in delivering those services. There are some issues, however, where we can think differently about how to deliver effective solutions or services, so we will explore the potential for more place-based working.

“We support the work of the Colindale Community Trust to implement community developed responses to issues affecting residents of the Grahame Park estate through the Neighbourhood Change Framework. This is driving four areas of change: Health & Wellbeing; Economic Inclusion; Community Safety and Influencing Public Spaces.”

Grahame Park
Neighbourhood Change Social Impact Framework
Measuring Success

We will continually review our activities and progress against need and delivery expectations.

In developing our framework, we will take a pragmatic approach to assessing our in-year performance, tracking progress against the most important areas of the business aligned to the commitments in the Barnet Plan.

Once agreed this measurement framework will be published and our performance against the plan reported at least annually to ensure transparency and accountability.